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INTRODUCTION

This is the handout packet to go with the class: “Creating a Protective Amulet: PGM VII.

579-90 (The Ouroboros Phylactery)”. The slide presentation provides context and a

bibliography not found in these handouts. Due to time constraints this class will not

include a run through of the ritual, so attendees may create the phylactery and

consecrate it when they feel comfortable doing so. There is no pre-work for this class, but

attendees may want to gather the materials in advance if they do not already have them.

OBJECTIVE

Attendees will learn one possible way to make and consecrate a protective amulet

leveraging spells from Egypt in Late Antiquity.  If properly consecrated this phylactery

will protect the bearer from physical as well as spiritual attacks.

MATERIALS

1. Pen and paper*

2. A compass to draw a circle (optional)

3. Any type of candle

4. Incense and holder (preferably

frankincense or something solar)

5. Matches or a lighter

6. A jewelry vial, locket, or other suitable

holder for a tiny enchanted piece of paper

(optional but recommended)

*This phylactery can also be made in gold, silver,

tin, or on papyrus

PROCEDURE

Before the ritual:
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● Draw or engrave the phylactery (no special timing required)

● Set up ritual space with incense, candle, and a lighter

● Familiarize yourself with the ritual steps. Pronunciation video links are supplied

in the reference section.

During the ritual:

● Light candle and incense

● Preliminary invocation (the formula from the Stele of Jeu the Hieroglyphist)

● Helios consecration / fumigate phylactery with incense

After the ritual

● Wear the phylactery

THE PHYLACTERY

● Draw a serpent biting its tail

● Inside the circle, write the following formula

and characters. You may break up words if

you misjudge spacing or write in a spiral to

make better use of space. [Name] references

your name or the name of the person for

whom you are making a phylactery.

ΚΜΗΦΙΣ ΧΦΥΡΙΣ ΙΑΕΩ ΙΑΩ ΑΕΗ ΙΑΩ ΟΩ ΑΙΩΝ ΙΑΕΩ
ΒΑΦΡΕΝΕΜΟΥΝ Ο ΘΙΛΑΡΙΚΡΙΦΙΑΕ Υ

ΕΑΙΦΙΡΚΙΡΑΛΙΘ Α ΝΥΟΜΕΝΕΡΦΑΒ ΩΕAI

Protect my body, and the entire soul of me, [Name].
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THE RITUAL CONSECRATION

Have the phylactery completed. I usually have it in a jewelry vial if using papyrus but I

prefer it to be open so the incense can fumigate it. Light the candle and incense. If you are

unable to use incense, hold the phylactery near your mouth while you speak the invocation

so your breath empowers it.

Speak the Preliminary Invocation once (shown twice to include the Greek):

AΩΘ ABAΩΘ BAΣΥΜ IΣAK ΣABAΩΘ IAΩ

AŌTH ABAŌTH BASYM ISAK SABAŌTH IAŌ

Subject to me all daimons, so that every daimon, whether heavenly or aerial or
earthly or subterranean or terrestrial or aquatic might be obedient to me and every

enchantment and scourge which is from God.

Speak the Consecration for All Purposes/ Spell to Helios while holding the phylactery over
the incense or to your mouth to fumigate it.

I invoke you, the Greatest God, Eternal Lord, World Ruler! You who are over the

world and under the world, mighty ruler of the sea, rising at dawn, shining from the

east for the whole world, setting in the west! Come to me, you who rises from the

four winds, joyous Agathos Daimon, for whom heaven has become the processional

way. I call upon your holy and great and hidden names which you rejoice to hear!

The earth flourished when you shone forth, and the plants became fruitful when

you laughed; the animals begat their young when you permitted. Give glory and

honor and favor and fortune and power to this phylactery which I consecrate today

for [Name].

I invoke You, the greatest in Heaven, ĒI LANCHYCH AKARĒN BAL MISTHRĒN

MARTA / MATHATH LAILAM MOUSOUTHI SIETHŌ BATHABATHI IATMŌN ALEI

IABATH ABAŌTH SABAŌTH ADŌNAI, the great god, ORSENOPHRĒ ORGEATĒS /

TOTHORNATĒSA KRITHI BIŌTHI IADMŌ IATMŌMI METHIĒI LONCHOŌ AKARĒ U

BAL MINTHRĒ BANE BAINCHCHYCHCH OUPHRI NOTHEOUSI THRAI / ARSIOUTH

ERŌNERTHER The Shining Helios, giving light throughout the whole world! You are
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the great serpent, leader of all the gods, who control the beginning of Egypt and the

end of the whole inhabited world, who mate in the Ocean PSOI PHNOUTHI

NINTHĒR You are he who becomes visible each day and sets in the northwest of

heaven and rises in the southeast.

In the 1st hour you have the form of a cat; your name is PHARAKOUNĒTH. Give

glory and favor to this phylactery!

In the 2nd hour you have the form of a dog; your name is SOUPHI. Give strength and

honor to this phylactery!

In the 3rd hour you have the form of a serpent; your name is AMEKRANEBECHEO

THŌYTH. Give Honor to the god, [Name]!

In the 4th hour you have the form of a scarab; your name is SENTHENIPS. Mightily

strengthen this phylactery, in this night, for the work for which it is consecrated.

In the 5th hour you have the form of a donkey; your name is ENPHANCHOUPH. Give

strength and courage and power to the God, [Name]!

In the 6th hour you have the form of a lion; your name is BAI SOLBAI, the ruler of

time. Give success to this phylactery and glorious victory.

In the 7th hour you have the form of a goat; your name is OUMESTHŌTH. Give

sexual charm to this phylactery!

In the 8th hour you have the form of a bull; your name is DIATIPHĒ, who becomes

visible everywhere. Let all things done by the use of this phylactery be

accomplished!

In the 9th hour you have the form of a falcon; your name is PHĒOUS PHŌOUTH, the

lotus emerged from the abyss. Give success and good luck to this phylactery!

In the 10th hour you have the form of a Baboon; your name is BESBYKI.

In the 11th hour you have the form of an Ibis; your name is MOU RŌPH. Protect this

great phylactery for lucky [use] by [Name] from this present day for all time.

In the 12th hour you have the form of a crocodile; your name is AERTHOĒ.

You who have set at evening as an old man, who are over the world and under the

world, mighty ruler of the sea, hear my voice in this present day, in this night, in

these holy hours, and let all things done by this phylactery be brought to
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fulfillment, and especially let it protect [Name] for which I consecrate it.

Please, Lord! KMĒPH LOUTHEOUTH ORPHOICHE ORTILIBECHOUCH IERCHE ROUM

IPERITAŌ YAI I conjure Earth and Heaven and Light and Darkness and the Great

God who created all, SAROUSIN, you, Agathon Daimonion the Helper, to accomplish

for me everything done by the use of this phylactery!

The one Zeus is Serapis!

Wear the phylactery or carry it on you.
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ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
(Full bibliography and more in slideshow)

The English Translations of the Source Texts:

● Betz, Hanz Dieter. The Greek Magical Papyri in

Translation

Helpful pronunciation videos for the magical names by

author Baal Kadmon:

The Preliminary Invocation: (from the Stele of Jeu the Hieroglyphist)

https://youtu.be/yhd12njPDOY

The names from the Helios consecration:

https://youtu.be/IK21_ezOYT0
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